
INDIRECT BONDING WITH ANALOGUE TRANSFER 

SPLINTS, FOLLOW UP OVER 20 YEARS 

Results   

Although the original indirect bonding method had already proven itself in daily practice, a critical evaluation showed, that there was still 
development potential. In a laboratory process the brackets are temporarily bonded to the plaster model using Phase Two®. They thus 
receive an individualized base with no excess adhesive. The former one-piece, vacuum formed, soft transfer splint could not be ideally 
adapted to all teeth. A tripartition in turn led to axis errors, especially on the lateral incisors. The correction with overlapping segments 
increased the lab effort. Now, a one-phase vacuum formed Bio Plast® transfer splint is currently being reinforced with a silicone wall. 
This allows the brackets to be safely applied in just one step with little effort in the laboratory and chairside. The materials used, Phase 
Two® and Maximum Cure® ensure an effective bonding process without excess adhesive on the bracket edges. Especially measuring the 
model and always having an orthoradial view/access to all teeth allows high precision in bracket positioning, even with a reduced mouth 
opening. 
 

Conclusion   

A continuous improvement process of orthodontic methods optimizes practice workflows and contributes to quality assurance. In the 
case of indirect bonding, still outsourcing steps to the dental laboratory lead to reduced chairside and treatment times for the patient. 
This means an increase in comfort and a continuous high level of acceptance by all practitioners and patients. Nowadays there is more 
precision and efficiency in the workflow.  

Material & Methods: 

The first implementation of the indirect bonding process belonging to this contribu-
tion is about 25 years ago. In terms of a continuous improvement process as a part 
of quality management, the process was systematically evaluated, regarding  
clinical and radiological findings, laboratory process and the workflow during the 
entire period. Alternative partial steps and materials were evaluated in a comparati-
ve way, using the actively self-ligating Adenta Flair® brackets. 

Aim:   

Further development of a method: optimization and adaptati-
on of analog indirect bonding as an integral part of multi-
bracket-therapy. Inventory taking into account  the current 
workflow. 
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